In the present study, the Karun River in Khuzestan province in Iran is that is somehow considered the river with the most water in the country was examined. To examine the depth and speed of the flow, which undoubtedly have the greatest impact on the environment and ecosystem of the river, twodimensional simulation by CCHE2D model was used. In this study, it was observed that, firstly, the changes of depth and velocity along the river have good coordination and the highest changes were observed in the meander and arches. Moreover, due to using two-dimensional model, there is the possibility of examining changes of parameters in the longitudinal and transverse direction that shows the two-dimensional model is an efficient and powerful model in studying river flows.
two-dimensional numerical models have been used on a limited basis. Given that the Karun River is among the wide rivers, the use of two-dimensional models and numerical simulations to study compatibility are more compatible with real-world situations. In non-viable models, it is assumed that the flow characteristics change over time. Moreover, in this paper, we assume that roughness distribution is uniform in the entire computational domain. The wind effect is ignored in the calculation. Karun riverbed is generally formed of fine-sand sediments with silt, and in terms of being meander, coastal walls are erosive. In the main part of the Karun River, the soil of the walls is fine-grained texture and prone for agricultural activities. Magrebi (2011), models MIKE21 FM and CCHE2D are compared in simulation the flow pattern in River Bend (Karun). In this study, the pattern of turbulent flow in a range of Karun River has two 180 degree sharp bend in the form of two-dimensional depth-averaged in depth was modeled in unsteady by the mode above. Output Results from the models showed that both models are qualitative models correctly simulating the flow pattern in the study area. Nevertheless, there were differences in the results of the modeling by the above-mentioned software that are due to the quality of solving equations and different abilities of the two [1] . Hayati et al. (2014) examined the effect of various flood discharges on the changes of the Kor River, located between Abbas Abad Bridge and Deroduzan Dam using CCHE2D model [2] . Compound section is referred to a section the surface of which is made of several sub-sections with different flow characteristics [3] . The difference in the hydraulic and geometry characteristics causes a complexity in flow hydraulic and creates an interaction between the main channel and floodplains, resulting in an apparent shear stress and a transverse momentum transfer [4] . This research investigates the change of the velocity on seawall crown by considering the obstacles in different layouts and slopes [5] . The intended slopes for seawalls were 22, 27, 32, 39 degrees, respectively and the roughness heights on wall surface were 15 cm, 20 cm and 30 cm. Moreover, four types of roughness layouts on the wall surface were investigated [6] . Flow-3D software was used for this purpose and for modeling [7] . The humans' need to use the oceans for exploration and extraction of oil has led to the development of engineering science in the field of offshore structures [8] . The difference in the hydraulic and geometry characteristics causes a complexity in flow hydraulic and creates an interaction between the main channel and flood plains, resulting in an apparent shear stress and a transverse momentum transfer [9] . Today, due to increasing development in the use of marine resources as well as the growth of the maritime transportation industry, so much effort has been made to develop safe and calm environment for mooring buoys [10] . 
Materials and Methods

Navier-Stokes Equation
Navier-Stokes equation for turbulent average depth two-dimensional flows is as follows: Figure 1 . View of the mesh made in the model CCHE2D. 
Calibrating Flow Model CCHE2D
First, to determine the number of appropriate points of computational grid, flow model was calibrated relative to it and then the calibration of the model for other 
Results
By comparing the field view of depth and speed of the flow, it is understood that the magnitude of flow velocity is inversely related to the approximate of depth ( Figure 2 ). According to cohesion relationship, for a given flow if the cross-flow is reduced or increased by reducing/increasing the depth or width of the cross, the speed reduces or increases in a way that flow remains the same (Figure 3 ). If you compare the two forms is high. As is clear in comparing the two shapes above, in places where the depth or width of the cross-flow increases, speed reduces and in places where the depth or width of the flow is reduced, speed increases.
The model accuracy in calculating the depth and flow rate is desirable. In Figure 4 , Figure 2 . View of the water depth in this research field. Figure 13 that shows the changes in the velocity profile in cross-section 4, two important things can be understood. One point is that the culmination point of the curve is close to left; that is outer arch that is logical considering the status of flow. Another point is that the drop in speed after 192 hours on the eighth day is more in the sides, which is due to the reduced level of water and thus reduced flow depth and cross-sectional area. On the other hand, this reduction, on the right (inner arch) of the cross-section is more. Due to the slope below the low wall on this side of the river shallow stream more because due to low inclination of the river wall, water flow reduction is more and as a result we see more speed reduction. Here, too, the results of calculations of the model are logical and is evaluated with acceptable accuracy. The point is that at this point, up to a distance of about 50 meters from the source, because of the drought, the flow rate is zero. In general, the calculation process of the cross sections studied showed that in bents, the model has calculated the flow parameters well. Moreover, maximum speed values in bends are towards the outer arc that shows erodibility of the outer wall in the bends. Distribution and change of pattern of flow parameters by two-dimensional flow model CCHE2D is reasonable and evaluated to have acceptable accuracy and the model can be used for other processes such as sediment transport, river track changes and movements of meandering, erosion and flow analysis at the toe of structure and so on.
